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Solving Geometric Theorems 
Track 18 

 
Chorus  
Solving, yeah 
Geometric theorem, yeah 
Geometric theorem, yeah 
Geometric theorem 
(Repeat) 
 
Post Chorus  
Why they hating? Why they hating? 
Cuz we solving them equations 
(Repeat 4 times) 
 
Verse 1 
Let’s get right into the mix 
Right, right into the mix 
My geometric explanation 
Will help you solve your equations 
Most important rule first 
Reflexive property helps 
Says a quantity’s congruent 
Yeah, it’s equal to itself 
The symmetric property  
Will also help you find the way 
Says if A is equal to B  
Then B is equal to A 
The transitive property 
Says if A is equal to B  
Then B is equal to C  
Then A is equal to C 
 
Pre-Chorus  
How do you see what we’re doing? 
Someone says it can’t be equal  
Say it’s gotta be congruent  
Cuz a theorem’s a statement  
That can be proven 
Now saddle up your pen and paper, homie 
Keep it moving, yeah, cuz we 
 
Repeat Chorus 
Repeat Post Chorus 

Verse 2 
Now let me take you higher 
Another level, new position 
Let’s dig into two more postulates 
Subtraction and addition 
The addition postulate 
Takes two quantities that’s equal 
Says the sum is gonna be equal 
So let’s go and add some people 
The subtraction postulate 
Takes the numbers you subtract 
From another equal 
The difference will be equal in fact 
There’s more postulates like division 
Partition and construction 
Imma help your math function 
While meeting you at this junction 
Girl go bye-bye 
X plus Y,Y 
Geometric I’m so fly, fly 
Give me numbers call them num-num 
I'm just sitting trying to function 
 
Repeat Pre Chorus 
Repeat Chorus 
Repeat Post Chorus 
 
Bridge 
Uh, me and geometry tangle  
On football fields like the Bengals 
Use theorems while you’re pledging 
On our red, white, blue rectangle 
 
Yeah, challenging your mental 
Math is universal 
It’s been here a long time 
Grab a coke and crack a smile 
 
Repeat Pre Chorus 
Repeat Chorus 
Repeat Post Chorus 


